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Flight-Test Evaluation of Flutter Prediction Methods
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Several methods have been formulated to predict the onset of � utter during � ight testing. These methods have
been demonstrated using data from simulations; however, a rigorous evaluation that includes data from � ight
testing must be performed. The ability of several methods to predict the onset of � utter by analyzing data from
� ight tests of the aerostructures test wing is evaluated. The evaluated methods include data-based approaches that
use damping extrapolation, an envelope function, the Zimmerman–Weissenburger � utter margin, and a discrete-
time autoregressive moving-average model. Also, a model-based approach that uses the ¹-method � utterometer
is evaluated. The data-based methods are demonstrated to be unable to predict � utter accurately using data from
low-speed test points, but converge to the accurate solution as airspeed is increased. Conversely, the � utterometer
is demonstrated to be immediatelyconservative using data from low-speed test points, but these predictions remain
conservative and do not converge to the true � utter speed as the envelope is expanded. The operation of a � ight
test should note the properties of each method to perhaps adjust test points based on the predicted � utter margins.

Introduction

T HE � ight-test community routinely spends considerable time
and money for envelope expansion of aircraft systems. This

cost could be greatly reduced if there were a method to predict the
speed associated with the onset of aeroservoelastic instabilities or
the more common considerationof � utter safely and accurately.

Several methods have been developed with the goal of predict-
ing � utter speeds and improving � ight testing. These methods in-
clude approachesbased on extrapolatingdamping trends,1 an enve-
lope function,2 the Zimmerman–Weissenburger� utter margin,3 the
� utterometer,4 and a discrete-time autoregressive moving average
(ARMA) model.5 These methods have all been shown to be the-
oretically valid and have been demonstrated on simple test cases;
however, only limited evidence exists as to their accuracy in pre-
dicting � utter during a real � ight test. Flight tests have certainly
beenperformedusing the methods,but thosetests rarelyapproached
the � utter speeds. Thus, the accuracy of the predictions were not
validated.

The ability to predict the onset of � utter must be carefully evalu-
ated beforean approachcan reliablybeused for envelopeexpansion.
In particular,a rigorousassessmentof the predictionapproachmust
be performedwith respect to aspects of � ight testing that may differ
from theoretical assumptions.The intention is to note the strengths
and weaknessesof each method.A procedurefor � ight testing could
then be developed that takes advantage of the strengths and avoids
the weaknesses.In thisway, the envelopecouldbe expandedquickly
to save costs while ensuring a high level of safety.

This paper presents an evaluation of these � ve methods for pre-
dicting � utter speeds.The evaluationis especially valuablebecause
it is based on results from a � ight-test program. This � ight test
performed an envelope expansion of the aerostructures test wing
(ATW). The � ight test actuallyused an F-15 as a host carrier for this
small wing experiment. The ATW is not a complete aircraft; how-
ever, it was a complicated and realistic structure that was similar to
an aircraft wing. Furthermore, the � ight test was able to expand the
envelope to a test point at which � utter was encountered.Thus, the
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true � utter speed is known exactly and can be used to evaluate the
predicted � utter speeds.

Flight data from the ATW were analyzed with respect to a
constant-Mach or varying-Mach type of envelope expansion. The
constant-Machanalysis considers data from test points at the same
Mach number but different altitudes. Alternatively, the varying-
Machanalysisconsidersdata from testpointsat the same altitudebut
with different Mach numbers. The constant-Mach analysis is con-
sistent with the theoretical assumptionsbehind the prediction algo-
rithms, and so it is certainlya valid test of the predictivecapabilities
of each method. The varying-Mach analysis violates assumptions
for several of the methods, but, because this type of envelope ex-
pansion may be used in practice, it is a valuableexercise to note the
predictive capabilities across a limited range of Mach conditions.

The abilityto predictthe � utterspeedfor theATW is obviouslynot
intended to be a completely accurate assessment of each approach.
The ATW has a realistic nature, but � ight safety concerns required
sacri� ces that made this wing differ from a true aircraft wing. Also,
the � utter speeds predicted from the � nite element model were very
sensitive to relatively small changes in mass distribution.Thus, the
wing may have some ill-conditioningor scaling issues. These con-
cerns are only small drawbacksand are overshadowedby the bene� t
obtainedby consideringsuch a structurein a real � ight environment.

The evaluation in this paper is essentially an extension beyond a
previous study.6 That previous study evaluated the ability of these
methods to predict � utter speeds for a simulated constant-Mach
� ight test. This paper performs a similar type of evaluation, but
uses � ight data measured during an actual � ight test and extends the
evaluation to consider varying-Mach analysis.

Flutter Prediction Methodologies
Damping Extrapolation

The most commonly used method of predicting the onset of � ut-
ter is to extrapolate trends of modal damping.1 This method can
be considered as a data-based method because it relies entirely on
analysis of � ight data with no consideration of theoretical models
of the speci� c system being tested. The data used by this method
for prediction are values of modal damping ratios.

This approach is actually straightforward to understand concep-
tually. Simply stated, the damping of at least one mode becomes
zero at the onset of � utter. The � utter prediction method consists
of noting the variation in modal dampings with airspeed and ex-
trapolating those variations to an airspeed at which damping should
become zero. This resulting airspeed is considered the predicted
� utter speed.

The principle behind this method is quite sound; however, there
are often some dif� culties in practice. One area of dif� culty is the
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extraction of modal dampings. Aeroelastic � ight data often have
low signal-to-noiseratios,and so sophisticatedtechniqueslike para-
meter estimation or modal � ltering may be required.7 Another area
of dif� culty is the extrapolation method. Damping can be a highly
nonlinear function of airspeed so that the extrapolation must be
carefully performed to ensure it accurately accounts for any high-
order nonlinearity.

Envelope Function

Flutter speeds can be predicted using a method based on an enve-
lope function,2 namely, the envelope function.This method, like the
damping extrapolationapproach, is a data-basedapproach that pre-
dicts the onset of � utter based entirelyon analysisof � ight data.The
data used by this method are simply the time-domainmeasurements
from sensors in response to an impulse excitation.

The fundamentalnature of this method is somewhat similar to the
methodbasedon dampingextrapolation;however, this method does
not directly use estimates of modal damping. Instead, this method
notes that the envelope bounding an impulse response gets bigger
as damping decreases. Thus, the size and shape of the response en-
velope can be used to indicate a loss of damping and, consequently,
the onset of � utter.

An envelope function that bounds an impulse response can be
computed in several ways. The current formulation considers an
approach based on the Hilbert transform. A signal y.t/ is related
to its Hilbert transform yH .t/ as being similar in magnitude but
differing in phase by 90 deg. An envelope function that bounds the
impulse response is easy to compute by using the phase difference
between y.t/ and yH .t/:

env.t/ D
p

y.t/2 C yH .t/2

This envelope will clearly increase in size as the data indicate
impulse responses of a system with decreasing modal damping.
Unfortunately, the amplitude of this envelope can be also affected
by the size and shape of the impulse given to the system. Thus, the
time centroid is needed as a further indication of the stability of
a system. This centroid Nt is computed with respect to a maximum
length of time window tmax within which the data lie:

Nt D
R tmax

0
env.t/t dt

R tmax

0
env.t/ dt

A shape parameter is used for the actual prediction of � utter.
This parameter S is simply the inverse of the time centroid such that
S D 1=Nt . This shape parameter is then assumed to be a polynomial
function of airspeed:

S D S0 C S1V C S2V 2

The prediction of the � utter speed is accomplished by noting that
S D 2=tmax when the system has critical damping at the onset of
� utter. The � utter speed is, thus, predicted by noting the value of
the polynomial at which this condition is satis� ed.

Zimmerman–Weissenburger Margin3

Anothermethod to predict the onset of � utter has been developed
that uses the conceptof a � utter margin.3 This method is also a data-
based method in the sense that it only uses information obtained
directly from the � ight data. In this case, the � utter margin makes
uses of informationabout the polesof the transfer functionobtained
from the data.

The � utter margin, as originally formulated by this approach, is
an indicator of distance to � utter in terms of dynamic pressure.The
developmentof this method is based on the equationsof motion for
a classical aeroelastic system with bending and torsion modes. The
method was formulated for a two-mode � utter mechanism but has
since been extended to consider one-mode (Ref. 8) or three-mode
(Ref. 9) instability.

The essence of the method is to consider the characteristicpoly-
nomial that describes the continuous-time aeroelastic system. The
stability of this system can be evaluated by applying the Routh sta-
bilitycriterion.Assume that the systemis indeeda two-mode system

with two pairs of distinct poles given by ¸1;2 and ¸3;4. De� ne para-
meters to represent the real and imaginary parts of these poles such
that ¸1;2 D ¯1 C jw1 and ¸3;4 D ¯2 C jw2.

The � utter margin FM is formulated by applying the Routh sta-
bility criterion to the two-mode system. This criterion results in a
parameterthatmust bepositiveif the correspondingsystemis stable.
The parameter is, thus, written in terms of the system poles:
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The � utter margin is obviously zero if either ¯1 D 0 or ¯2 D 0. This
parameter is, thus, indicative of the stability of a system; however,
that does not necessarily make it valuable for predicting the onset
of � utter. The nature of a � utter margin arises by noting, subject to
some assumptions, that the parameter F varies with dynamic pres-
sure. Some studies have noted that this variation may be considered
linear10; however, this paper will use the theoretical formulation,
which assumes quadratic variation.

F D f0 C f1 Nq C f2 Nq2

The dynamicpressureassociatedwith � utter is predictedbycomput-
ing F from data taken at test pointswith differentvalues of dynamic
pressure.The roots of this equation for F give the dynamic pressure
at which the onset of � utter is predicted to occur.

Flutterometer

The � utterometeris anothertool to predict� utter speedsthat is un-
der study.4 This tool differs dramatically from the other approaches
considered in this paper. The main difference arises because this
tool is a model-based approach. Basically, the � utterometer uses
both � ight data and theoreticalmodels to predict the onset of � utter.
The � ight data under consideration are frequency-domain transfer
functions from sensors to an excitation. The model to be analyzed
is the corresponding theoretical transfer function.

The formulation for this approach is based on ¹-method
analysis.11 This type of analysis computesa stabilitymeasure that is
robustwith respectto an uncertaintydescription.The � utter speedis,
thus, computedas the largest increasein airspeedforwhich the theo-
reticalmodel remains robustly stable with respect to the uncertainty.

The � utterometer operates by computing a robust � utter speed
at every test point. The initial step is to compute an uncertainty
description for the model at that � ight condition. This step is per-
formed by noting differencesbetween the theoreticaland measured
transfer functions.Uncertainty is introduced into the model as vari-
ations such that the resulting range of theoretical transfer functions
bounds the measured transfer function. The next step is to compute
the robust � utter speed. This step is performed by a straightfor-
ward application of ¹-method analysis on the theoretical model
that contains the uncertainty variations. In this way, the � uttero-
meter predicts a realistic � utter speed that is more bene� cial than
theoretical predictions because the robust speed directly accounts
for � ight data.

A mathematical description of the � utterometer is beyond the
scope of this paper. Instead, information may be obtained from the
literature.4

Discrete-Time ARMA Modeling

A � utter prediction method has been developed that considers
stability of discrete-time aeroelastic systems.5 This method is a
data-basedapproach;however, the type of data used by this method
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is differentfromthedatausedby thepreviousmethods.The discrete-
time approach relies on time-domain measurements from the sys-
tem in response to random excitation. This type of data is usually
provided by sensor measurements that record the response to atmo-
spheric turbulence.12

The analysis of turbulence data presents simultaneously an ad-
vantage and disadvantage in comparison to other methods. It is
convenient to allow � utter testing that does not require consistent
and broadband excitation; however, it is often dif� cult for turbu-
lence to generate response levels in which all modes are suf� ciently
observed.

This method requiresdata measured in responseto turbulencebe-
cause of assumptions about the aeroelastic system. Speci� cally, the
systemis assumed to be representedaccuratelyby an ARMA model.
This type of model uses autoregressivemeasurementsand a moving
averageof white noise to describethe dynamics.The coef� cients as-
sociated with the autoregressive measurements are associated with
the stability characteristics. De� ne the characteristics polynomial
G.z/ as a function of the discrete-time variable z. This polynomial
can be expressed using standard coef� cients ®i or poles zi :

G.z/ D ®4z4 C ®3z3 C ®2z2 C ®1z C ®0

D ®4.z ¡ z1/
¡
z ¡ z¤

1

¢
.z ¡ z2/

¡
z ¡ z¤

2

¢

This form for the characteristic polynomial assumes that the dy-
namics are described by two modes. There are four poles in the
dynamics, but they are restricted to be complex conjugate pairs.

The stability of the system is readily computed by applying the
Jury determinant method. This method guarantees stability of a
discrete-time system if certain conditions are satis� ed. The con-
ditions can be written in terms of the poles. There are six conditions
to be satis� ed for this fourth-order system; however, the condition
de� ned as F¡.3/ is of particular interest:

F ¡.3/ D ®3
4

¡
j1 ¡ z1z2j2

¢¡1 ¡ z1z¤
2

2¢¡
1 ¡ jz1j2

¢¡
1 ¡ jz2j2

¢

Stabilityof a discrete-timesystemis ensuredif all poleshavemagni-
tudes less than unity. This result implies a stable system will always
have F¡.3/ > 0. Furthermore, the value of F¡.3/ goes to zero as
the system approaches instability. Thus, F ¡.3/ has been used as a
stability predictor whose trends toward zero indicate the onset of
� utter.13 Unfortunately, F ¡.3/ was noted to have some potentially
adverse behavior with dynamic pressure; therefore, the behavior of
a similar parameter, F ¡.1/, was considered:

F¡.1/ D ®4

¡
1 ¡ jz1j2jz2j2

¢

Note that the behaviorof F¡.3/ is somewhat improved by associ-
ating it with F¡.1/. This forms the basis for Fz as the discrete-time
ARMA � utter margin:

Fz D F¡.3/=F¡.1/2

The � uttermargin is used to predictthe onset of � utter by expressing
Fz as a functionof � ightcondition.Speci� cally, a standardapproach
is to express Fz as a quadratic function of dynamic pressure:

Fz D f0 C f1 Nq C f2 Nq2

The dynamicpressureassociatedwith � utter is predictedbycomput-
ing Fz at several different � ight conditions, computing coef� cients
for Fz D f0 C f1 Nq C f2 Nq2 that note thedependencyon dynamicpres-
sure, and � nding the dynamic pressureat which F.z/ becomes zero.

The � utter speed produced by this method has some similarities
to the earlier predictions. Most notably, the � utter speed predicted
by this method is mathematically similar to the speed predicted by
the Zimmerman–Weissenburger3 approach if certain assumptions
are enforced.

Flight-Test Evaluation
Aerostructures Test Wing

The ATW was developedat NASA Dryden Flight Research Cen-
ter. The ATW was essentially a wing and boom assembly as shown
in Fig. 1. This assembly was � own by using an F-15 aircraft and

Fig. 1 Aerostructures test wing.

Fig. 2 Mounting of the ATW.

associated � ight-test � xture. The ATW mounted horizontally to the
� xture and the resulting system attached to the F-15 fuselage as
shown in Fig. 2. Previous testing indicated that the air� ow is rela-
tively smooth aroundthe system, and so the F-15 fuselageand wings
are assumed to have minimal interference with the ATW.

The wing was formulated based on a NACA-65A004 airfoil
shape. The wing had a span of 1.5 ft with root chord length of 1.1 ft
and tip chord length of 0.725 ft. The boom was a 0.0833-ft-diam
hollowtubeof length1.8 ft.The totalweightof theATW was 2.66 lb.

The ATW was meant to be a realistic testbed that represents the
complexity of an aircraft component like a wing or tail; however,
the construction was limited by safety concerns. These potentially
con� icting issues were addressed by designing the ATW with a
rib and spar construction that uses lightweight materials with no
metal. Speci� cally, the skin and spar were constructed from � ber-
glass cloth, the boom was constructed from carbon � ber composite,
the wing core was constructed from rigid foam, and components
were attached by epoxy. Also, powdered tungsten was included in
the endcaps of the boom for mass balancing. The system was de-
signed to � utter at a subsonic condition within the � ight envelope
of the host F-15.

A measurement and excitation system was incorporated into the
wing. The measurementsystem consistedof 18 strain gaugesplaced
throughout the airfoil structure and three accelerometers placed at
fore, aft, and mid locations in the boom. The excitation system was
six patches of piezoelectricmaterial, three patches mounted on the
upper surface that are out of phase with three patches on the lower
surface,that actedas a singledistributedactuator.Sinusoidalsweeps
from 5 to 35 Hz were commanded to these patches.

Groundvibration tests were conductedto determinethe structural
dynamics of the wing. The main modes of the system and their
natural frequencies are presented in Table 1. Tests were conducted
for the wing on a test stand and also attached to the � ight-test � xture
to ensure that these modal propertieswere not affected for the � ight
testing.

Envelope Expansion

The � ight-test program followed standard procedures for enve-
lope expansion. The system was stabilized at a test point, response
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Table 1 Measured modes of the ATW
during ground vibration testing

Mode Frequency, Hz

First bending 14.05
First torsion 22.38
Second bending 78.54

Fig. 3 Measured modal dampings.

Fig. 4 Measured modal frequencies.

to turbulence excitation was recorded for 30 s, response to a sine
sweep excitation through the piezoelectricpatcheswas recorded for
60 s, then the system was accelerated to the next test point.

The ATW, in its � nal con� guration,was � own on four � ight tests.
These � ights included 21 test points with Mach numbers between
0.50 and 0.83 and altitudesbetween10,000and 20,000 ft. The ATW
experienced a destructive � utter incident on the � nal � ight at con-
ditions of Mach 0.83 and 10,000 ft, which corresponds to a speed
of approximately 460 kn of equivalent airspeed (KEAS).

Modalparameterswere computedat each testpoint.The response
to sinusoidal excitation was used for these computations. Transfer
functions were computed from the commanded excitation to the
accelerometer responses. A standard frequency-domainmethod of
system identi� cation was used to formulate a system model whose
dynamics were similar to the measured transfer functions. The
modal parameters of that model were then extracted and used as
representativeof the ATW parameters.

The modal dampings that were extracted at each test point are
given in Fig. 3. The � utter instability affecting the bending mode
is clearly evident in the data trends. Furthermore, the damping data
indicates that the ATW experiences a classical type of � utter, such
that one mode is becoming less stable, whereas the other mode is
becoming more stable.

The modal frequencies for the ATW are given in Fig. 4. These
data seem to contradict the indication that the ATW is experiencing

Fig. 5 Transfer functions at 20,000 ft.

a classical bending-torsion� utter. Notably, the natural frequencies
do not appear to be coalescing,as expected for classical� utter, until
a possible coalescence at the airspeed very close to the onset of
� utter.

Data Quality

Each of the methods discussed in this paper analyzes � ight data
to predict the onset of � utter. The quality of the � ight data are, thus,
of obvious importance in evaluating the predictive nature of the
approaches.Data quality is a dif� cult measure to describe;however,
the quality of the ATW data, for purposesof � utter prediction,could
be judged by the ability to observe modes.

Figure 5 presents an example of data quality as determined by
modal observability.The transfer functionsfrom the accelerometers
to the excitation command are noticeably different between a test
point at Mach 0.60 and 20,000 ft and a test point at Mach 0.65 and
20,000ft. In particular,the responseof the bendingmode near 16 Hz
is signi� cantly less at the higher speed.

The low response levels in the data can have signi� cant effects
on � utter prediction. Essentially, several approaches for � utter pre-
diction rely on accurate values of the modal characteristics of the
system. The low response levels shown in Fig. 5 make it dif� cult to
identify any modal characteristicsfor the bending mode accurately.
Thus, the approachesmay predict � utter speeds based on inaccurate
or incomplete information.

The comparison in Fig. 5 describesonly two test points;however,
similar variationswere noted at many test points.The bendingmode
was not excited or observed consistently at several test points. The
problem was especially noted between Mach 0.50 and 0.70 � ight
conditions.At these low Mach numbers, there were at most two test
points, out of the three that were � own, with good quality data.

This issue of data quality is evident in the damping plots of Fig. 3.
That plot only contains 15 estimates of damping, even though the
� ight test consistedof 21 test points.The 15 estimates correspondto
test points at which the bending mode could be suf� ciently excited
and observed. These test points include two points at Mach 0.50,
two at Mach 0.55, one at Mach 0.60, one at Mach 0.65, three at
Mach 0.70, two at Mach 0.75, three at Mach 0.80, and one at the
� nal Mach 0.82 test point.

Prediction Algorithms

Predictions of the onset of � utter were performed using the � ve
methods discussed in this paper. Several types of data were avail-
able for analysis.The � rst type of data was simply the time-domain
responses of the accelerometers.The frequency-domainresponses,
computed by standard Fourier transforms, were also available. Ad-
ditionally,a four-statesystem model was computedby standardsys-
tem identi� cation approachesapplied to the frequency-domaindata
between 12 and 30 Hz (Ref. 14). Finally, the theoretical state-space
model of the ATW was also available.

The method to predict � utter speedby damping extrapolationwas
the most straightforward to implement. The data analyzed was the
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modal dampings associated with the system model identi� ed from
the frequency-domain accelerometer responses. In this case, those
dampings were assumed to be a second-orderfunction of airspeed.
The � utter speed was predicted as the largest root of the second-
order polynomial associated with the damping functions.

The method using the envelope function was somewhat more
complex to implement than the dampingmethod,but did not present
any serious dif� culties. The main issue for implementation of this
method was to get a time-domain Hilbert transform of impulse-
response data even though the ATW only measured data in re-
sponse to sinusoidal excitation. The desired data were generated
in several steps by computing the Fourier transform of the time-
domain sinusoidaldata, rearrangingthe components to compute the
frequency-domain Hilbert transform of those data, and taking the
inverse Fourier transform to get the time-domain Hilbert transform
of an impulse response. A simple numerical integration was then
used to compute the envelope function and the shape parameter as
second-orderfunctionsof airspeed.The value at which this polyno-
mial matched the � utter condition was used as the predicted � utter
speed.

The � utter margin associated with the Zimmerman–
Weissenburger3 approach was computed with no dif� culty. This
method used the real and imaginary parts of the poles of the iden-
ti� ed system model. The � utter margin was computed from these
valuesand modeledas a second-orderfunctionof dynamicpressure.
The largestrootof thatpolynomialwas converted,usingmatch-point
� ightconditions,to a valueof airspeedthatwas used as the predicted
� utter speed.

The � utterometer was implemented as the only model-based
approach.15 This tool analyzed transfer functions computed from
both the frequency-domainresponsesand the theoreticalstate-space
models. The uncertainty levels used by the � utterometer were ini-
tially zero, but were updatedat every test point to re� ect errors noted
by thedata.The uncertaintydescriptioncomputedin thisway related
the potential errors in the model associated with the Mach number
of the � ight condition. A prediction of the worst-case � utter speed
was computed by a robust aeroelastic stability analysis using the
¹-method approachfor the model with respect to that � ight-derived
uncertainty description.

The implementation of the method to predict � utter using a
discrete-timeARMA approach was the most dif� cult. This method
used the time-domainmeasurements that were obtained in response
to turbulenceexcitation.The data were extremelynoisy, and so they
were processed through a low-pass � lter with cutoff frequency at
160 Hz. An ARMA model was then identi� ed to match the data
using a Gauss–Newton algorithm (see Ref. 16). The development
of the method assumed a two-mode system with four poles; how-
ever, the data analysis had to consider a system with six poles. In
some cases, the ARMA model was identi� ed as having two sets of
complex conjugate poles and two purely real poles. The real poles
were ignored and the method proceeded using the sets of complex
conjugate poles. In other cases, the ARMA model was identi� ed
as having three sets of complex conjugate poles. For these cases,
the two sets of poles that were closest in frequency to the measured
aeroelasticmodal frequencieswere used for � utter prediction.In all
cases, the � utter parameter was computed using the desired sets of
complex conjugate poles from the ARMA model. This parameter
was modeled as a second-order function of airspeed whose roots
indicated the predicted onset speed of � utter.

Constant-Mach Predictions
Implementation

A common method for envelope expansion is to operate the air-
craft at a series of test points along lines of constant Mach. Such
testing essentially involves changing the altitude to a desired con-
dition and then changing the airspeed to attain the desired Mach
condition.The data from the ATW were processed to predict � utter
speeds for this type of constant-Machenvelope expansion.

The data used for � utter prediction were restricted to consider
individualMach numbers. Each approach consideredthe � ight data

from the test points at three different altitudes for a particularMach
number. In thisway, the � utter speed forMach 0.70 was basedpurely
on analysis of data from Mach 0.70 � ight conditions.

The approaches to predict � utter were straightforward to imple-
ment. The data-based approaches simply used the roots of various
functions of airspeed measured in feet per second to determine the
� utter speed. The model-basedapproach simply computed a robust
stability analysis of the model at that Mach number with respect
to an uncertainty description determined by the data at that Mach
number.

The constant-Mach envelope expansion should be a valid test
of the predictive capabilities of each approach. Each method was
developed to consider constant-Mach conditions, and so this type
of envelope expansion does not violate any assumptions associated
with the theoretical basis of the predictions.

Predictions of Flutter Speeds

The � utter speeds predicted for constant-Mach envelope expan-
sion are given in Table 2. Each row represents the predicted speeds
for a particularMach number, whereas each column gives the speed
predicted by a certain method. Also, the values of Vtrue are given to
represent the true � utter speeds. The � ight test encountered � utter
only near the Mach 0.8 condition, and so the remaining speeds are
based on model characteristics and assumptions as to the behavior
of the ATW.

An important feature of Table 2 is that predicted � utter speeds
are not given at certain Mach numbers for some of the methods.
This feature does not suggest that the method was unable to pre-
dict a � utter speed; rather, it signi� es that the method predicted the
speed as an imaginary or negative number. The speed in these sit-
uations is predicted by extrapolating a function whose coef� cients
are determined by curve � ts of data. The failure to predict a valid
speedis indicativeof datavalueswith propertiesthatdifferedgreatly
from the theoretical expectations,and so the curve � t was unable to
produce a reasonable function.

Another feature of Table 2 is the differences in speeds predicted
bydifferentmethods.In particular,thepredictionsvary considerably
for � ight at low Mach numbers but converge to similar answers as
Mach number increases. For instance, the predictions at Mach 0.55
vary from 591 to 732 ft/s, whereas the predictionsat Mach 0.80 vary
only from 852 to 886 ft/s.

These two featuresare somewhatrelated in that theyare causedby
same issue. Namely, the � ight data generated at low Mach numbers
were of lower quality than the data generatedat high Mach numbers.
The concept of modal observability is actually quite appropriate as
a measure of data quality for this application.The result of the poor
data quality was such that there were, at most, two high-qualitydata
values at low Mach conditions available for a curve � t that required
three values. Consequently, the resulting predictions show a fair
amount of error.

The predicted � utter speeds from Table 2 are displayed as � utter
altitudes in Fig. 6. These altitudescorrespondto the ATW operating
at a Mach number and its associated � utter speed for a standard
atmosphere. The test points are not displayed in Fig. 6, but they are
easily noted as conditions of 10,000, 15,000, and 20,000 ft at each
Mach number.

The information in Fig. 6 is somewhat easier to disseminate than
the correspondinginformation in Table 2. In particular,it is straight-
forward to note the accuracy of the differentpredictionapproaches.

Figure 6 clearly demonstrates the adverse sensitivity to poor
data quality for the data-based approaches. The damping approach

Table 2 Predicted � utter speeds in feet per second at
each Mach number

Mach Vdamp Vfm Venv Vmu Varma Vtrue

0.55 664 —— 732 652 591 660
0.60 657 —— 696 697 715 705
0.65 —— —— —— 741 2867 749
0.70 780 —— —— 782 751 791
0.75 —— 843 837 821 806 832
0.80 882 870 884 852 886 871
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Fig. 6 Predicted � utter speeds during constant-Mach envelope
expansion.

computed reasonablepredictionsat Mach 0.55, 0.70, and 0.80 con-
ditions. The methods based on the � utter margin and the envelope
function were able to produce reasonable predictions only at Mach
0.75 and 0.80, which are near the onset of � utter for the � ight
test. The approach based on ARMA modeling predicted reasonable
speeds at Mach 0.60 and 0.80.

Figure 6 also indicates the reduced sensitivity to data quality for
the ¹-methodapproach.Essentially,the conservativenessof thepre-
dictions remains relativelyconstant throughoutthe envelopeexpan-
sion. The reason for this constancy is that the ¹-method approach
does not use a curve � t based on observed properties like damping;
therefore, this method does not require three high-quality data val-
ues. The � utterometer approach is able to observe modeling errors
from a single good data set and use this information to update the
predicted� utter speed.Test points at which bending is not observed
obviouslydo not relate any information about that mode, and so the
¹-method approach simply uses the default level of uncertainty as
described by any preceding data sets at that Mach number.

Varying-Mach Predictions
Implementation

Flight data were also analyzed with respect to a varying-Mach
envelopeexpansion.Alternatively, this � ight test can be considered
as a type of constant-altitudeenvelope expansion. The objective is
to use � ight data from all test points, regardless of Mach number,
to predict the speed at which � utter will occur for the ATW at an
altitude of 10,000 ft.

The approaches used to predict � utter speeds were formulated
to be valid for constant-Mach testing; therefore, the algorithms had
to be modi� ed for this varying-Mach testing. Essentially, the meth-
ods attempted to account roughly for compressibility by consider-
ing � utter speed in terms of equivalent airspeed. Speci� cally, the
predictions were given as KEAS.

The data-basedpredictionmethods were straightforwardto mod-
ify. These methods consider extrapolatingfunctions of � ight condi-
tion so that the functions were simply altered to re� ect characteris-
tics of equivalent airspeed. The functions for the damping method
and the envelope method were directly computed as dependent on
equivalentairspeed, and so the roots of this function related the � ut-
ter speed in KEAS. The functions for the � utter margin method and
the ARMA method were still computed as dependent on dynamic
pressure; however, the � utter speeds were determined as the equiv-
alent airspeed for the associated roots of those functions using a
standard atmosphere.

The model-based prediction method using the ¹-method ap-
proach and the � utterometer was also modi� ed to re� ect the objec-
tives associated with varying-Mach envelope expansion. The mod-
i� cations consisted of considering a set of models to determine the
lowest Mach number at which a model is not robustly stable near
10,000 ft. The assumption behind this approach is that the uncer-
tainty description identi� ed from data at a certain Mach number
is a reasonable approximation to the uncertainty at all Mach num-

bers. For instance, as the envelope expansion considers a test point
at Mach 0.65, the model at Mach 0.8 is analyzed with respect to
uncertainty developed using Mach 0.65 data.

These modi� cations obviously introduce some error into the pre-
dictions. The data-based approaches are clearly not guaranteed to
be accurate with respect to airspeed as determined in KEAS. Al-
ternatively, the model-based approach is questionable because of
the assumption that the uncertainty levels from one Mach condition
are reasonableat any Mach condition.Despite these drawbacks, the
predictionsare still anticipatedto be useful.The main reasonfor this
expectation is that the envelope expansion will only consider sub-
sonic � ight. Transonic effects may be noticeable around Mach 0.8,
but equivalent airspeed should be an acceptable measure of � ight
conditionfor the majorityof testpoints.Obviously, this claimwould
be highly suspect for larger � ight envelopes that include transonic
and supersonic� ight, and so the current results are consideredvalid
only for this limited � ight envelope.

Predictions of Flutter Speed

Predictions of the speed associated with � utter were computed
at every test point. These predictions were based on data from the
current and any preceding test points. The � utter speeds predicted
from each test point are given in Fig. 7 using velocity expressed in
KEAS.

The predictions in Fig. 7 demonstrate a general trend that shows
the methods are able to predict reasonably accurate � utter speeds;
however, it is best for evaluation purposes to consider sets of pre-
dictions. Speci� cally, consider two sets that result from separat-
ing the predictions made at test points from less than 350 KEAS
and test points with greater than 350 KEAS. Furthermore, consider
the model-based � utterometer method separately from the data-
based methods based on damping extrapolation,envelope function,
Zimmerman–Weissenburgermargin,3 and ARMA modeling.

The predictions made using data from low-speed test points of
less than 350 KEAS show an interesting behavior. The data-based
methods show very poor results at these low-speed test points. The
predictions are very scattered in magnitude and do not show any
clear trend that could be safely trusted. Furthermore, there are sev-
eral conditionsat which these methods did not predicta valid speed,
as evidenced by the lack of markers in Fig. 7.

The predictions made using data that included high-speed test
points show a behavior that is very different from the predic-
tions at low-speed test points. Namely, the data-based methods
all predict speeds that consistently converge to the correct answer
of 460 KEAS. The methods based on damping extrapolation and
Zimmerman–Weissenburger3 margins make particularly good pre-
dictions. The methods based on envelope function and ARMA
modeling show more variations in the predictions, but they clearly
converge near the correct answer.

Conversely,the predictionsfrom the � utterometerdonot show the
same variation with test point airspeed. There is a small decrease in

Fig. 7 Predicted � utter speeds during varying-Mach envelope
expansion.
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predicted speed after the � rst test point because the tool needs
these initial data to update its uncertainty model. The pre-
dicted speed shows no variation using data from any other test
point.

The predictions in Fig. 7 can be summarized. The data-based
methods produce poor predictions using low-speed data, but pro-
duce reasonable predictions that converge on the correct answer
as the envelope is expanded to include high-speed test points. The
� utterometer produces a reasonableworst-case predictionof � utter
speed immediately and remains conservative throughout the enve-
lope expansion.

These results are explained by considering the data that were
analyzed by each method. The data-based methods, directly or in-
directly, use characteristics of the data associated with the modal
dampings shown in Fig. 3. These dampings do not indicate any
trend toward instability until the test point nears 350 KEAS. Thus,
any polynomial based on these data will not predict � utter until the
functionaccountsfor data at test points greater than 350 KEAS. The
� utterometer does not rely heavily on these damping values; rather,
it combines both data and theoreticalmodels. The � utterometerwas
able to identify an uncertainty description for the model by analyz-
ing data at the � rst test point. The data from other test points did not
indicate any more errors, and so the � utter margin does not show
dependence on test point.

The analysis of Fig. 7 agrees with the nature of the prediction
methods. Namely, the data-based methods attempt to compute the
exact speed associated with the onset of � utter, whereas the � ut-
terometer attempts to compute a conservative prediction of the
worst-case � utter speed. It is expected that the data-based methods
should be highly accurate at test points that are close to � utter. It is
also expected that this implementation of the � utterometer should
not reduceconservatismdespiteanalyzingdata fromhigh-speedtest
points.

Also, the analysis indicates the sensitivity of the methods. The
data-based methods are formulated using optimality criterion, and
so they are highly susceptible to errors in the data. Conversely, the
� utterometeris formulatedusinga robust criterion,and so it is much
less sensitive to variations in data.

Conclusions
This paper has evaluated several methods to predict the onset of

� utter. In particular, data-based approaches that only analyze � ight
data are comparedwith a model-basedapproach that analyzes � ight
data in conjunction with a theoretical model. Flight data from the
ATW have been used for this evaluation. At low speeds, the data-
based approaches were unable to predict the onset of � utter con-
sistently with any accuracy, whereas the model-based � utterometer
was able to predict a reasonable estimate of the � utter speed. At
high speeds, the data-based approaches converged to an accurate
prediction,whereas the model-based � utterometer predicted a � ut-
ter speed that was conservative.One reason for these results is that
the � ight data were of limited quality at low-speed test points and
the data-basedapproacheswereparticularlysusceptibleto this prob-
lem. Another reason for these results is that this implementationof

the � utterometer did not update the baseline model, and so it was
unable to take advantageof informationfrom high-speed test points
and converge to the true � utter speed.

The predicted speeds suggest a method for envelope expansion
can be formulated that uses the various methods. The � ight test
should be initiated using the � utterometer at the low-speed test
points to get an initial conservativeestimateof the � utter speed.The
� ight test would proceed using the � utterometer estimates until the
test points approach the predictedspeed. The envelopeexpansionat
high-speed should rely more heavily on the data-driven methods to
� nalizean accuratepredictionof the exact speedat which � utterwill
be encountered. Of course, the envelope expansion must still pro-
ceed with extreme caution, but the combinationof these approaches
will possibly allow for a more ef� cient � ight-test program.
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